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Abstract

In the last few years we have seen many different approaches to incorporate privacy features to blockchains. In the area of
cryptocurrencies that would normally mean protecting the identity of the owner of some funds, but there are other applications where
privacy is even more important, especially in permissioned blockchains. Permissioned blockchain platforms, such as Hyperledger
Besu or Hyperledger Fabric, already include the concept of private transactions, which essentially defines a sub-group of the
blockchain where their participants share some private data. We want to go one step ahead and propose an extended model for
private transactions where the different participants can have a separated view of the same transaction, allowing the integration
of Multi-party Computation protocols in the blockchain. Our work extends Hyperledger Besu’s design for private transactions,
offering better security properties and a finer grain customization. We cover two specific MPC examples, Private Set Intersection
and Byzantine Fault-Tolerant Random Number Generation, and propose a mechanism to run them using smart contract interfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is no doubt that Blockchain technologies have a huge potential in different fields [1]–[3]. Its primary focus has
traditionally been the financial sector [4], where blockchain can augment trust, as each customer has control over their own
accounts, avoiding the centralized bank model. But there are other relevant sectors, such as e-goverment/voting [5], where
blockchain brings higher security assurance and transparency, or the medical sector [6], where blockchain can offer better data
integrity and accountability.

A blockchain provides a distributed and decentralized environment, consisting of a network of interconnected nodes, which
process and record user transactions. It is also immutable, since once transactions have been agreed through a consensus
mechanism and recorded, they cannot be modified or deleted.

While public or permissionless blockchains allow anyone to deploy a node and process transactions, private or permissioned
blockchains [7] require some kind of authorization to join the network. A trade-off would be consortium or federated
blockchains, that are not ruled by a single central entities, but by a group of them [8], [9].

One of the most active research areas for blockchain is privacy [10], [11]. The principle of transparency is often seen as a
positive aspect of blockchain, but it could pose a problem in some scenarios, e.g. in payments systems is desirable that the
customer could hide previous transactions from the seller. Also in metaverse applications [12], where high volumes of sensitive
information are processed and registered on-chain. Protecting the information contained in each transaction and at the same
time, allowing the validators to inspect it without sacrificing the security guaranties of the blockchain is still a challenge.

Different solutions have been proposed to incorporate privacy features in blockchain, at the expense of lessening security
guaranties. One of the most promising approaches is the use of Zero Knowledge Proofs (ZKP) [13], [14]. ZKP are cryptographic
protocols that can prove transaction correctness without disclosing all its data. This technique is also used as an scalability
mechanism in some Layer-2 solutions for public blockchains. However, the parties involved in the off-chain computation need
to share their input data.

A more ambitious approach would be to use Multi-Party Computation (MPC) [15], that allows a set of participants to jointly
compute a function on their private inputs, obtaining the desired result (correctness) without exposing their inputs at any time
during the computation process (privacy).

During the last few years new practical applications for MPC have arisen [16], [17], e.g., private auctions, privacy-preserving
machine learning models, private database queries, distributed key management, etc.

The distributed nature of MPC, makes this technology a perfect candidate to provide a new privacy layer for blockchains
without sacrificing its security. However, MPC are much more complex than any consensus protocol run in public blockchains
and do not scale well for setups with a high number of participants [18, Section 1.3].
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A. Contributions and organization

In this work, we set the focus on defining a new model for private transactions that enables the integration of MPC protocols
in Besu. We select Hyperledger Besu, because it allows a subset of nodes to execute private transactions. In addition, it is
an Ethereum client for both public and private networks that supports smart contract capabilities to easily develop Dapps. We
have developed an extension to Hyperledger Besu that demonstrates how a smart contract can interact with an MPC protocol.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents some blockchain proposals to achieve privacy and the
cryptographic techniques that enable them. On Section III, we formalize notions related to smart contract-based blockchains,
and how Besu enables private transactions. Then, on Section IV, we introduce an extended model that consider asymmetries
and enable MPC. We explain the main modifications made to Besu and propose two concrete examples to execute Private
Set Intersection (PSI) and Byzantine Fault-Tolerant Random Number Generation (BFT-RNG) from smart contracts. Finally, on
Section V we remark some conclusions and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

As stated in the previous section, achieving privacy in blockchain environments is not trivial. The main reason is the
technical difficulty in trying to maintain an immutable public state together with private values, but also because of the
different dimensions from which privacy can be approached.

If we narrow down the scope just to cryptocurrencies, the main privacy goal would be to protect the addresses associated
with a transaction, i.e., the sender, the receiver, or both. It basically involves breaking the link between incoming and outgoing
assets, known as a mixing service. There are different proposals in this direction, some relying in trusted third parties, e.g.
Mixcoin [19], and some other using a decentralized approach, e.g. CoinShuffle [20]. Some authors have proposed the use of
SNARKs [21], [22], which are a specific type of ZKPs. In this line, ZCash (project evolved from [23]) do not only allow to
blind addresses, but also the amount of assets being transferred. This solution is interesting for financial applications, where
fully-blinded transactions may be sent to the network and accepted, verifying correctness of the addresses and the amount sent.

If we focus on smart contracts, there are also some works that enable some computation private data. The first attempt to
incorporate some privacy features in an smart contract blockchain client was Quorum [24]. Quorum is a modification of a
standard Ethereum client to support Private Transactions [25], which enable a sub-set of participants to securely share some
transactions, that are excluded form the view of the rest of participants. Hyperledger Besu is a newer, Java implementation,
of an Ethereum client that also supports Private Transactions. The private transaction model can be seen as a first step to
incorporate privacy requirements in blockchains but it still have some limitations and drawbacks.

More recently, Arbitrum [26] proposed a model where a virtual machine, an abstraction for smart contract execution, is
computed off-chain by a set of designed managers. If they do not agree on a transition, a dispute resolution mechanism help to
reach consensus, exposing a single instruction, the disagreed one, to the network, and letting the verifiers resolve the dispute.
This solution presents the caveat that managers need to be fully trusted.

There are other proposals based on ZKPs. In Hawk [27] private smart contracts are split in a private part ϕpriv and a public
part ϕpub, where private values are uploaded encrypted, and commitments and ZKPs are uploaded for correctness verification.
For computation, a minimally trusted manager is proposed, however, they claim that Trusted Execution Environments (TEE) [28]
can strengthen privacy, setting up an pre-certified isolated environment where operations remain oblivious even for the host.

Other works like Ekiden [29] (integrated in Oasis Network [30]) and Secret Network [31] rely on a TEE to process private
inputs sent by clients to privacy-preserving smart contracts. These solutions let the contracts’ states encrypted unless they are
inside the TEE. Despite offering quite good performance for privacy-preserving applications, TEE presents some hardware
vulnerabilities and can be susceptible to side-channel attacks [32]. In addition, remote attestation procedures are complex to
maintain.

MPC is not as fast as TEE, but it does not require specialized hardware or pre-certification assumptions. Formally, an MPC
protocol for N parties is a distributed protocol that takes as input a tuple (x1, ..., xN ) and outputs (y1, ..., yN )← f(x1, ..., xN ),
where f(·) is the function to be evaluated on the private inputs. It is important to remark that each pair (xi, yi) is only learned
by party Pi.

The two most extended and efficient protocols for general MPC are SPDZ [33], for arithmetic circuits, and Tiny-OT [34],
for boolean circuits. While Tiny-OT was proposed for 2-party protocols, SPDZ generalizes to N -party. Both proposals have
two main phases: (1) an offline pre-computation, and (2) an online function evaluation. The main difference between them,
is that Tiny-OT’s offline phase is based on Oblivious Transfer and SPDZ’s is based on Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption.
The online phase is based on Secret Sharing for both approaches. Several improvements have been proposed for both works
[35], [36].

III. HYPERLEDGER BESU PRIVATE TRANSACTIONS MODEL

Roughly speaking, a blockchain is a set of nodes that process and validate transactions, which modify the blockchain state.
This notion can be formalized following the state transition system model, provided in Definition 1.
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Definition 1: A State Transition System consists of a pair (S,→), where S is the set of possible states and → is the relation
between state transitions. A blockchain can be modeled as a State Transition System with a functionality APPLY (si, tx)→
si+1 or ERROR, where a specific transaction tx will change the state si into state si+1 if valid, or will produce an error
otherwise.

Smart contract-based blockchains are those that allow the execution of code, transforming the blockchain into a Turing-
complete machine. A smart contract specifies a set of operations that must be executed by the nodes, modifying the global
state. A formal definition can be found in [37], following the Finite State Machine approach.

Another key concept in most blockchains is the Merkle Tree, a space-efficient structure to represent the state with a single
hash value. More precisely, a set of leaf items (transactions) are hashed together by pairs, repeating the process through a tree
of hashes until a single hash is obtained, namely the root, which is the only value included in the block.

While in a standard Ethereum client the blockchain serves as the only persistent data storage, in Besu there is an additional
persistence storage linked with the private transactions. This is formally introduced in Definition 2.

Definition 2: Given a node N and a subgroup of nodes P (privacy group) with N ∈ P , SP
N denotes the private state, or

sub-state, of N . A private transaction txP for a privacy group P is a transaction that does not change the global state of the
blockchain, but the private state SP

N for all N ∈ P . The extended state of a node N is defined as Sext = Spub ∪ (
⋃

N∈P

SP
N ),

where Spub is the public global state.

Node
A

Node
B

Node
C

Node
D

(pub) Tx 1
(priv) Tx 2
(priv) Tx 3
(pub) Tx 4
(priv) Tx 5
(priv) Tx 6

state ABCD

state ABCD

state AB
state BCD

state AB
state BCD

Fig. 1. Contribution of public and private transactions to the states of different blockchain nodes.

It is important to point out that each private state is represented by a different Merkle root and managed separately. Figure 1
shows an example where both public and private transactions are present. To be more precise, transactions 1 and 4 are public,
so every node can access them. On the other hand, transactions 2 and 6 are only accessible by nodes A and B, contributing to
the private state SAB , while transactions 3 and 5 are only accessible by nodes B, C, and D, contributing to SBCD. Note that
node B has access to two different private states, as allowed by Definition 2.

Besu relies on a special component, called private transaction manager, to implement private transactions delivery services
through a REST API. There are different implementations available, but the most active is Tessera. From now on, we assume
we use Tessera for private transaction delivery. Each node must be connected to Tessera using a REST interface named Q2T,
that connects Besu’s privacy core functionalities with the delivery capabilities of Tessera. Note that Tessera could also be run
together with Besu on the same physical machine. Tessera achieves the blinded delivering through a fully-meshed topology,
where an encrypted version of the transaction is sent to each Tessera instance.

A private transaction follows the standard structure of an Ethereum transaction, but it adds one extra field, the privacyGroupId,
which is the evolution of two legacy fields used in Quorum: privateFrom for the sender address and privateFor for the recipients’
addresses [38]. This ID uniquely identifies a subset of nodes on the blockchain, using the public Tessera addresses.
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A private transaction with public receipt is one where its execution leads to a change in the public state, specifically with
a binding ID that does not expose anything about the actual data in the private transaction.

The change in the public state is done by the creation of a public transaction, named Privacy Marker Transaction (PMT),
that serves as a reference point to check the reception of new private transactions. To be more precise, when a new private
transaction reaches Besu, its privacy controller sends to Tessera an encrypted version using the enclave. The enclave is an
isolated component that manages cryptographic functionalities, mainly encryption and decryption, outside of Tessera, in order
to strengthen security. On reception, Tessera replies with the hash of the encrypted private transaction, which is added to the
body of the new PMT and publicly broadcasted through the network. Then, whenever a Besu node receives a PMT, it checks
if its Tessera instance has received a private transaction with this broadcast value in order to include it in the privacy group.
This hash is also used to check the integrity of the private transaction.

MessageCallProcessor

2: executePrecompile

3: compute

PrivacyPrecompiledContract

4: getReceiveResponse(key)

receive(key)

9: processPrivateTransaction

PrivateTransactionProcessor

8: {payload, privacyGroupId, senderKey}

10: processTransaction

11: TransactionProcessingResult

Enclave

6: POST /receive

7: {payload, privacyGroupId,  
senderKey}

Tessera

1: new PrivateMarkerTransaction

12: output

Fig. 2. Besu functionality to handle a received PMT.

Another key component of the private transaction model in Besu is the privacy precompiled contract. A precompiled
contract [39] is a set of instructions that are locally executed in the node and represents a frequently called functionality which
is heavy to be written in opcode and executed on-chain. The privacy precompiled contract handles private transactions and
coordinates their processing, as if they were regular Ethereum transactions. Figure 2 depicts the process that is triggered when
a new PMT reaches Besu. First of all, the message call processor, that retrieves the PMT from the public blockchain, calls
the privacy precompiled contract, which asks for the private transaction payload through the enclave. It queries Tessera using
the Q2T REST API to retrieve the private transaction if available, otherwise, a 404 error is replied. If the transaction exists, as
in Figure 2, the privacy precompiled contract delegates the transaction processing to the private transaction processor, which
executes the transaction opcodes and updates the blockchain state (in this case, the private state associated to the corresponding
privacy group). Finally, the result is sent back to the application.

IV. AN EXTENDED PRIVATE TRANSACTION MODEL FOR MPC

Based on the private transaction model presented in Section III we propose an extension to deal with MPC protocols.

A. Asymmetric state

The main issue when trying to interface an MPC protocol with a blockchain network is how to relate the public state with
the private inputs. It is evident that these values will not be included in the public state Spub, but they cannot be included
in the private state either, as it is shared by all nodes in the privacy group. In our extended model the private states of each
node for the same privacy group can be different from each other. In other words, our proposal allows for asymmetric privacy
groups, whereas the current model implemented by Besu only supports symmetric privacy groups (see Definition 3).

Definition 3: A privacy group P is symmetric if for all nodes N,N ′ ∈ P , SP
N ′ = SP

N . Otherwise, we say that the privacy
group is asymmetric.

In our model, the MPC protocol is run by the Besu nodes and not by the users themselves, because the latter would lead to
a standard off-chain MPC execution. Leaving the computation at the nodes allows the smart contract, which runs in the node’s
EVM, to interface directly with the MPC protocol. It also makes the MPC protocol transparent to the user application, reducing
the computation overload. This design implies that Besu keeps a copy of the private data of each user executing an MPC,
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which can be several in a consortium blockchain. This multi-tenancy setup is the same used in cloud environments, where
several applications are run using shared resources. For critical applications, a single user could run its own Besu node. Owning
blockchain nodes will become easier in the near future thanks to features such as Sharding [40], where reduced workload for
state validation will make it feasible to deploy validation nodes in constrained computational devices.

Going back to Definition 3, the asymmetry is normally found at the inputs, but it can also be at the outputs. This is a
characteristic determined by the specific MPC protocol executed. Also, the asymmetry has a direct impact on the Merkle tree,
i.e., if the private values are included in the Merkle tree, each node will obtain a different root, not allowing the different
participants to verify the transactions and reaching a consensus. For that reason, the Merkle tree cannot include the private
values in clear, but a different piece of information not directly related to them. The naive solution is to include some dummy
data, e.g., a set of zeroes, but the design can benefit from a more complex solution, like a commitment of the private values,
allowing some kind of verification at a later point in time.

Each node N will maintain 3 state storages: one for the public state Spub, another one for each symmetric private state SP
N ,

and a third one for the private values owned by N which are included in a state SP
N through an MPC.

B. Extended private transactions

Running an MPC using the blockchain means sending specific transactions that carry the protocol control logic and the
private data. We define as extended private transaction a private transaction from Besu that is modified to support MPC specific
fields.

restriction
privacyGroupId

nonce
gasPrice
gasLimit

to
value

payload
signature (v,r,s)

protocolId
privateArgs

extendedSignature (v,r,s)

Contribute to
signature

Contribute to
extendedSignature

Extended Private Transaction

Fig. 3. Computation of the extended signature in a extended private transaction.

When a transaction is sent to a public blockchain, each node can verify its integrity, thanks to the digital signatures included
in them. The same happens when the transaction is private in standard Besu, but only for the privacy group that receives the
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c o n t r a c t PSI {
c o n s t r u c t o r (

address _ a l i c e ,
address _bob ,
uint256 _ u n i v e r s e L e n g t h ) p u b l i c ;

f u n c t i o n l o a d (
uint256 [ ] memory _ a l i c e S e t ) p u b l i c
o n l y A l i c e ( ) ;

f u n c t i o n consume (
uint256 [ ] memory _bobSe t ) p u b l i c
onlyBob ( )
r e t u r n s ( uint256 [ ] memory ) ;

}

Listing 1. Solidity interface for PSI.

c o n t r a c t BftRng {
c o n s t r u c t o r (

address [ ] _ p a r t i c i p a n t s ) p u b l i c ;
f u n c t i o n g e n e r a t e ( ) p u b l i c

r e t u r n s ( uint256 ) ;
f u n c t i o n commit ( ) p u b l i c ;
f u n c t i o n r e v e a l ( ) p u b l i c ;
f u n c t i o n getRandom ( ) p u b l i c

r e t u r n s ( uint256 ) ;
}

Listing 2. Solidity interface for BFT-RNG.

transaction. However, in the extended model, transactions contain private data and its integrity cannot be verified by other
nodes, otherwise data will be compromised. In this situation, only the local Besu node would be able to verify private data
integrity. The extended signature has two parts, σ = (σpub, σpriv), both of them computed with the wallet private key. The first
signature is computed on every transaction value that is shared with the rest of the participants in the privacy group, and the
second signature is computed on private data. More precisely, to link private data with the public content of the transaction, the
signature is computed as σpriv = signK(σpub||datapriv), where || denotes concatenation. Figure 3 shows how this signature is
computed on a specific transaction, where the field signature represents σpub and the field extendedSignature represents σpriv.
The rest of the fields are explained in depth in the next section.

C. Smart Contract interface

Our contribution targets a solution that is as transparent as possible, that do not modify legacy functionalities, and that is
easy to use by blockchain users. Therefore, in order to provide the application with capabilities to interface with an MPC
protocol we need to implement a specific Interface Smart Contract (ISC) that will expose the MPC methods to the blockchain
node. These allow reusing the web3 libraries, with minimal modifications that allow accepting private values as inputs.

We propose two different MPC protocols to illustrate our design: a PSI protocol for a 2-party computation (Definition 4),
and a BFT-RNG protocol for an N -party computation (Definition 5). Both protocols are widely researched and have numerous
applications [41]–[43].

Definition 4: A PSI protocol for 2-parties (P1, P2) is a specific MPC protocol that takes two inputs (S1, S2), with P1’s
input being S1 = {s(1)0 , s

(1)
1 , ..., s

(1)
m } and S2 = {s(2)0 , s

(2)
1 , ..., s

(2)
n } as P2’s input. Then, the output is given as (⊥, S1 ∩S2) or

(S1 ∩ S2, S1 ∩ S2), if only one party learns the intersection or both do.
Definition 5: A BFT-RNG protocol for N -parties (P1, ..., PN ) is a specific MPC protocol that takes as input N random

numbers (r1, ..., rN ) generated by each party and produces one single random number R = f(r1, ..., rN ) as output, in a way
that R is not manipulated by any Pi.

The ISC is an interface-level description of the MPC protocol, i.e., both the contract and the protocol must be intertwined
at some level. An ISC can define a family of protocols for a specific problem if it is written generically enough, accepting
parameters for protocol selection as most cryptographic libraries do. Another approach would be to write a set of ISCs where
each contract is specific for each protocol. Whether the first approach or the second one is chosen, Besu must understand the
ISC interface, since the actual execution is not done by the contract but by Besu itself. Listing 1 shows an ISC for a 2-party
PSI, and Listing 2 for an N -party BFT-RNG.

We first focus on the 2-party PSI ISC.The contract requires each party to call their specific function. To be more precise,
Alice loads her set calling load. After that, Bob can call consume to load his set, triggering the computation of the intersection
with PSI.

The N -party ISC works somewhat differently, since each function can be called once by each party. This requires an internal
state machine controlling whenever every party completes a specific step, e.g., generating a value with generate and committing
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JSON-RPC

Privacy core

Tessera

Privacy Controller
Privacy Precompiled Contracts

...

Enclave

Transaction Pool

Transaction Processor

EVM

Execution core

Storage

MPC cryptography
libraryHTTP RPC

Private State Public State
Besu Transaction Resource

REST API P2P

REST API Q2T

Fig. 4. Besu and Tessera block architecture for extended private transactions (in gray: modified components).

to it with commit. Only after every party has committed to a value, they can reveal their actual values calling reveal, and the
commitment must be verified by every party in the protocol. Finally, with getRandom each party must be able to obtain the
random result as a function of the revealed values, e.g., using modular addition. Note that, in order to isolate the protocol from
the application, this contract generates the random value of each party internally, but it could also accept as a parameter an
external private value generated by the application.

We remark from Listings 1 and 2 that input values are encoded as function parameters, that can be public (with respect
to the privacy group) or private (only accessible by the owner), and this distinction is made at the web3 library level. The
application accepts data as normal, calling the desired smart contract function, but the web3 library reassigns the private values
to a specific field called privateArgs. This allows the computation of the extended signature as defined in the previous section,
and speeds up the way Besu consumes the private data and shares the public part of the transaction with the other participants.
We also add a protocolID field, which allows Besu to select how the private data should be consumed. Each different protocol
must be tagged with a unique protocolID, and Besu must maintain a list of supported protocolIDs in advance.

TABLE I
FIELDS IN AN EXTENDED PRIVATE TRANSACTION.

ETH nonce, gasPrice, gasLimit, to,
value, payload, signature, restriction

SYM privacyGroupID

ASYM protocolID, privateArgs,
extendedSignature

All fields from an extended private transaction are collected in Table I, distinguishing between standard Ethereum fields
(ETH), Besu private transaction fields (SYM), and new extended private transactions fields (ASYM).

D. MPC execution

With regard to MPC transaction execution, we need a coordination layer to actually run the MPC protocol with a specific
MPC library. First, we recall the two main components for symmetric private transactions: the privacy controller and the
privacy precompiled contract. Our design extends the logic for these components, as shown in Figure 4, where the main
blocks that are modified are colored in gray.

When a new transaction arrives at Besu, a JSON-RPC controller selects the path for the transaction to be handled. The
privacy controller, has been extended with the necessary logic to handle the new fields, e.g., the protocolID. The controller
creates a new transaction that does not contain the private values, which is the one securely delivered through the enclave to
Tessera, in order to reach the other participants for MPC execution. Once the transaction is delivered, a new PMT is generated,
and its hash field is used as a key to store the private values inside a local database in Besu (modifying the private state from
Figure 4).

The next step floods the PMT through the blockchain network, and every node involved in the private transaction retrieves
its content from Tessera, in order to run it using the privacy precompiled contract. In standard Besu, the contract delegates the
execution to the execution core, where the EVM resides, but in our extended model we also extend the contract, allowing Besu
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to retrieve the private values from the local database and coordinating the actual MPC instance. The new privacy precompiled
contracts for MPC select the right cryptographic tools and execution steps based on the protocol type and the function ABI
specified in the extended private transaction. For that reason, as shown in Figure 4, several extended privacy precompiled
contracts can coexist inside Besu, each of them defining the logic for a specific MPC description. The main difference with
the standard privacy model is that the protocol execution is not as simple as running some code locally, but it must be run in a
synchronous and distributed way, exchanging messages between the blockchain nodes. It is also worth mentioning that every
Besu instance from the privacy group runs the private transaction because the PMT reaches all of them, but what action must
be performed by each node is protocol-dependent and managed by a local state machine, as it was stated in Section IV-C.

Finally, the MPC cryptographic library, which is accessed by the privacy precompiled contract using the enclave, executes
the protocol steps that are involved in the ISC function executed by the private transaction.

E. MPC message delivery

An MPC protocol implies a set of messages exchanged through the network by the different parties that execute it. The most
widespread choice for delivery is usually TPC sockets, because of the efficiency. However, in order to take advantage of the
blockchain infrastructure, we propose to send the messages through Tessera, as if they were private transactions. Basically, each
time the MPC library calls send and receive methods, an HTTP message is sent from Besu to Tessera using their communication
REST API. This solution works with the legacy operation because private transactions travel through Tessera as an encrypted
piece of data.

However, this approach presents an issue, which can be solved using different strategies, each of them with their pros and
cons. Let’s generalize an MPC execution as a tuple of messages ((h1,m1), ..., (hn,mn)), where each data message mi has an
associated header hi that identifies the message inside a protocol step. These headers are protocol specific and well known by
each party. As it was introduced in Section III, when Tessera sends a transaction, it computes its hash which is included in the
PMT, publicly shared through the blockchain. Later, in order to retrieve a transaction from Tessera, a POST /receive method
must be sent, containing the hash as the transaction identifier. In an MPC protocol, the retrieving value for each message is
the header, however Tessera automatically assigns the hash of the message mi as the identifier, value that is unknown to the
other parties (differently from hi). To solve this, we introduce three different strategies.

Modify Tessera. This solution requires to add a special endpoint in Tessera that does not store the message hash as the
identifier, but the header hi, sent together with the message mi through the HTTP API message. To retrieve the message, the
receiver periodically queries its Tessera node with the identifier hi, until a it arrives. The reception query must be performed
periodically from Besu to Tessera because the API supports messages from Besu to Tessera, but not the reverse. While this
solution is simple, it requires to modify Tessera.

Whisper protocol in Besu. Another approach is to provide Besu with a Whisper protocol [44] that allows a node sending
an off-chain secure message to another node in the blockchain. Thanks to this mechanism, whenever Besu sends a message
using Tessera, it can notify the receiving party with the hash of the message in order to retrieve it from Tessera. Despite this
solution being the simplest one, Whisper is no longer in use. Besu does not support it, and other clients such as Geth stopped
supporting it some time ago.

Message Delivery Smart Contract. Another alternative would be to provide the blockchain with an additional precompiled
contract that supports a message delivery ISC. When a new message is sent by the MPC library, it also sends a new private
transaction using the node’s JSON-RPC interface, which deploys the message delivery ISC instance with the message hash
as a parameter. This transaction acts as a standard private transaction, that is handled by Besu and sent through Tessera, until
it reaches the Besu destination node. When the contract is executed, it emits an event containing the message hash, which is
listened and consumed by the MPC privacy precompiled contract, enabling the message retrieval. Despite this solution is the
most expensive one, it leaves a public trace (the PMT) of each message sent by the MPC protocol, improving accountability.
Also, this alternative does not require to modify Tessera.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have formalized notions for private transactions in Hyperledger Besu blockchains, and we have extended it to
support MPC protocols. Our proposal aims to modify as little as possible, in order to keep legacy functionalities for standard
Besu private applications and to facilitate its adoption. The main difficulty is coordinating the execution of a synchronous
protocol from an asynchronous environment, i.e., the blockchain. Our extended model enables an on-chain coordination and
an off-chain execution of MPC, emphasizing the relation of private data with the blockchain state.

We have modified Besu’s design to support an extended privacy model, and we have proposed high-level smart contract
interfaces for a 2-party PSI, and an N -party BFT-RNG, two important and well-researched protocols. Interfacing the protocol
with a smart contract enables an easy and transparent execution.

There are still some open problems when dealing with MPC. First of all, there exist a lack of verifiability for the MPC
protocol. This aspect can be enforced with additional advanced cryptographic primitives, like ZKPs, which allow on-chain
verification once publicly disclosed to the network. Also, it would be interesting to deploy mechanisms that allow for a
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dynamic selection of MPC capabilities, as there exist hybrid compilers that select the most efficient tools for each protocol
step. Finally, the choice of a delivery mechanism for the MPC protocol-specific messages from one Besu client to another is
non-trivial, each solution presents pros and cons.

As future work we want to run some benchmarks to test the performance of the system when running different instances of
different MPC protocols, also comparing different alternatives for message delivery.
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